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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

VIZpin expands Smartphone Access Control to ASIA with Main Hardware, Inc. 

VIZpin ASIA to provide regional support for the popular Access Control as a Service (ACaaS)  

 

Lancaster, Pennsylvania – August 22, 2016 — VIZpin, the market leader in Smartphone 

Access Control, today announced that it has added sales, technical and logistics support in 

Singapore, India, Indonesia and the Philippines through a partnership with Main Hardware, Inc. 

 

Alfred Sng, who will head up VIZpin ASIA, commented “there are more than 1.2 billion 

Smartphone users in Asia, the figure is projected to grow to 2 billion by 2019.  There is high 

demand in the region for affordable, managed access control with audit trails and schedules.  

Standalone systems are inexpensive but often don’t have audit trails and remote management.  

Panel based systems are often too expensive and required a local network connection, so VIZpin 

is a perfect fit for many applications.” 

 

“We have seen a growing demand for our solution in Asia and want to ensure customers receive 

the same the best-in-class support our other customers are accustomed to” explained Paul Bodell, 

President and CEO of VIZpin Inc. “We were approached by several companies but none 

demonstrated the expertise and commitment to service that Main Hardware showed us, they are 

the perfect fit.”  

 

VIZpin ASIA will keep inventory and provide sales and technical support from its Singapore 

office and through regional partners. 

 

To learn more about Smartphone Access Control or to become a VIZpin Certified Partner, go to 

VIZpin.com 

 

About VIZpin 

VIZpin designs, manufactures and markets VIZpin cloud based access control solutions 

that include cloud based management tools (SaaS), Smartphone apps and low cost Bluetooth 

controllers.  The VIZpin solution provides a secure, convenient and affordable way to connect 

any device to the Internet of Things (IoT) by using your phone as your key and your network. 

VIZpin products are available through a network of VIZpin Certified Partners, OEMs and 

Licensees. VIZpin Inc. is privately held and based in PA. 
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